### CALENDAR OF EVENTS

**Monday, November 26th, 2007**
A302, 10:00 - 11:30pm / Clinical Faculty Meeting

**Tuesday, November 27th, 2007**
A302, 12:00 - 1:00pm / Committee On Diversity Meeting
A317, 12:15 - 1:15pm / OP Students to Meet with Dean Messer

**Wednesday, November 28th, 2007**
A317, 12:10 - 1:30pm
Colloquium talk by Dr. Kenneth Levy of Penn State
“Transference Focused Psychotherapy for Borderline Personality Disorder.”
For more information, please see page 2
A302, 12:15 - 2:15pm
Organizational Psychology Faculty Meeting

**Friday, November 30, 2007**
Room 101, 1:30pm
Colloquium on cognitive vulnerabilities to depression in adolescents
by Dr. John Abela (Candidate for clinical psychology position in the SAS Dept. of Psychology)
Room 101 is located in the older section of the Psychology building

**Monday, December 3rd, 2007**
A302, 10:00 - 11:30am / Clinical Faculty Meeting
A317, 12:00 - 1:15pm
Colloquium talk by Jami Young, PhD
“Interpersonal Psychotherapy-Adolescent Skills Training: A Preventive Intervention for Depression.” (Candidate for clinical PsyD faculty)

**Monday, December 10th, 2007**
A317, 12:00 - 1:15pm
Colloquium talk by Yoav Peck (See pg. 3 for more info)

**Wednesday, December 12th, 2007**
Room 101, 11:30am (Room is located in older section of the Psychology bldg)
Colloquium talk by Jeffrey Gonzalez, PhD of Harvard Medical School
“Treatment Nonadherence, Depression, and Chronic Illness: A Cognitive Behavioral Approach to Improving Self-Management and Health Outcomes.”
(Candidate for both clinical PsyD and PhD faculty)
MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

HAVE A HAPPY THANKSGIVING!!!

-----------------------------------

COLOQUIM

Dr. Kenneth Levy of Penn State will present a colloquium talk on “Transference Focused Psychotherapy for Borderline Personality Disorder.” His work on psychotherapy process and outcome includes a comparison between Transference Focused Psychotherapy and Dialectical Behavior Therapy in the treatment of patients with Borderline Personality Disorder, with findings of great significance for the treatment of patients with this condition.

Dr. Levy is a broadly trained researcher with interests that bridge developmental, social, and clinical psychology. He has also contributed to the literature on the implications of attachment theory, neurocognitive aspects of attachment and personality disorder, and work on the developmental precursors of personality problems in children of parents with personality disorders.

Please join us on November 28th from 12:00 - 1:30pm in A317 of the Psychology Building.

CLINICAL RESEARCH EXTERNSHIP FOR PSYCHOLOGY DOCTORAL STUDENTS IN THE COGNITIVE-BEHAVIORAL TREATMENT OF ANXIOUS YOUTH

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY CHILD STUDY CENTER

Drs. Masia, Reigada, Humenik and Klein at the NYU Child Study Center are conducting an NIMH funded study to evaluate cognitive-behavioral treatment for anxious children and teenagers in pediatric medical settings. We are recruiting psychology doctoral students with interest in clinical research to serve as diagnostic interviewers or CBT therapists starting in fall 2008. There are also opportunities for students who are interested in gaining CBT experience who can not commit to a full clinical externship.

Research Project: The goal of the study is to evaluate the efficacy of a newly developed cognitive-behavioral intervention to treat anxiety disorders in pediatric medical offices.

Duties: Students will be trained to conduct state of the art assessments and manualized, cognitive-behavioral treatment with children. Students will participate in weekly supervision. Since this is a new treatment approach, therapists will also have the opportunity to make adaptations to the manual. There will also be opportunities to become involved in other research presentations, if interested.

Requirements: Students must have some prior clinical experience and training in cognitive-behavioral theory and treatment. Students must be in the third year or higher in their doctoral program beginning in fall 2008. They must also have availability during weekday afternoons, since this is when most subjects will be able to attend interviews and treatment.

Contact: Email resume and cover letter to Laura Reigada, Ph.D. at the Institute of Anxiety and Mood Disorders, NYU Child Study Center

Email: laura.reigada@med.nyu.edu or Phone: (212) 263-2474
HUMAN DIGNITY IN SCHOOLS: A PRACTICAL APPROACH

YOAV PECK, M.A.
Jerusalem, Israel

Join us for a lunch-time colloquium**

December 10, 2007 / 12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Rutgers, The State University
Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology
Room A317 (Third Floor), Psychology Building -- Busch Campus

Sponsored by

The Center for Social & Character Development
At
The Center for Applied Psychology

How can a school community reduce verbal and physical violence and create an organizational culture based on daily behaviors reflecting interpersonal respect and dignity? Yoav Peck will present the model he has developed over the past twelve years, working with dozens of schools and clients in Israel, Serbia and the U.S., designed to advance the value of human dignity.

Yoav Peck, M.A., is an independent organizational consultant who works in cooperation with “Person to Person,” an NGO devoted to the advancement of human dignity. A native of New York City, Yoav Peck has made Israel his home since 1973. He has worked in agriculture, child-care, and as a psychotherapist and organizational consultant for the kibbutz movement. Among his clients are the Israeli Ministries of Health, Interior, and the Foreign Ministry, the Serbian Education Ministry, schools, hospitals, and private industry. He has been active in the Israeli Peace Movement since 1979, and has worked intensively in the realm of Palestinian Israeli youth dialogue.

** Feel free to bring lunch if you want to!